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Round 1 
 

1a Lance Reddick, who died at the age of 60 in March 2023, famously 
played the role of Baltimore police lieutenant Cedric Daniels on what 
HBO series? The WIRE 

1b Radio stations often use the top-level domain of one of two countries 
whose abbreviations are .am and .fm. Name either country, one a 
landlocked Western Asian nation and the other a collection of islands 
in Oceania. 

ARMENIA or Federated States of 
MICRONESIA 

2a What is the name of the collection of psychology experiments 
conducted by Albert Bandura in the 1960s in which children watched 
adults interacting with an anthropomorphic toy and then were observed 
interacting with the same toy? BOBO Doll experiments 

2b Which longtime member of the Chennai Super Kings is considered one 
of the greatest wicket keepers to ever play cricket? He is the first 
wicket keeper from India to post 4,000 Test runs. M(ahendra) S(ingh) DHONI 

3a Started in 2018 by Sofia Franklyn and Alexandra Cooper, what popular 
podcast, which began with a focus on relationships and sex and 
evolved to focus on feminism and mental health, bills itself as "spitting 
in the face of misogyny"? It has been the second most popular podcast 
on Spotify since 2021. CALL HER DADDY 

3b Which Spanish general died in a plane crash three days after the start 
of the Spanish Civil War, which was triggered by the coup d’etat that 
he led? The small plane was overloaded as he told the pilot “I need to 
wear proper clothes as the new caudillo of Spain." José SANJURO 

4a Eminem's 2013 song "Bad Guy" serves as a sequel to which of his hit 
songs from 2000? This song ends with Shady addressing the behavior 
of one of his fans. STAN 

4b Which tale in One Thousand and One Nights (The Arabian Nights) 
focuses on the title character who retrieves a lamp containing a genie 
from a cave? It was added to the tales by the French translator Antoine 
Galland, based on an oral retelling from the storyteller Hanna Diyab. ALADDIN 

 



 
Round 2 

1a CDC guidelines call for a vaccine against what specific virus for all 
babies within 24 to 48 hours of birth? HEPatitis  B (prompt on Hepatitis) 

1b Which photographer's best-known work is The Ballad of Sexual 
Dependency? Her work focuses on LGBT subcultures. Nan GOLDIN 

2a What actress starred in the 1958 film The Black Orchid opposite 
Anthony Quinn, three years before becoming the first person to win an 
acting Oscar for a foreign-language film? Sophia LOREN 

2b Which United States President was the first to die in office, following 
complications from pneumonia in 1841? He had only been President 
for a month. William Henry HARRISON 

3a Which Fleetwood Mac album contained the singles "Everywhere," 
"Little Lies," and "Big Love"? TANGO IN THE NIGHT 

3b From 1901 to 54, the current Oakland Athletics were located in which 
U.S. city? PHILADELPHIA 

4a Approximately 120,000 of what bourbon-based cocktail are served on 
the grounds of Louisville's Churchill Downs racetrack over the two 
days of Kentucky Derby weekend each year? Mint JULEP 

4b The largest Canadian federally owned protected area is a bird 
sanctuary in Nunavut named after the arctic gulf surrounding it. This 
gulf, in turn, is named after what royal granddaughter of Queen 
Victoria? 

Queen MAUD (Gulf Migratory Bird 
Sanctuary) 

 



 
Round 3 

1a From roughly January to late February each year, visitors to Ottawa 
can ice skate on a 7.8-kilometer stretch of what manmade waterway, 
with a name from the French for "curtain"? RIDEAU Canal 

1b What British captain was the first person to circumnavigate Australia, 
proving that it was a single continent and helping to popularize the 
name "Australia" in maps and writings? Matthew FLINDERS 

2a Which band, named after the home states of the founding duo, topped 
the country charts in the 2010s with songs like "Cruise," "This Is How 
We Roll," and "H.O.L.Y."? FLORIDA-GEORGIA LINE 

2b Who is the Greek muse of history? Her name is used today for a 
creative award. CLIO 

3a What Apple TV+ series, which took advantage of pandemic-related 
Broadway lockdowns to cast luminaries like Ariana DeBose and Kristin 
Chenoweth, both parodies and pays homage to classic stage 
musicals? 

SCHMIGADOON! (accept 
SCHMICAGO) 

3b What is the term used to describe a narrow body of water that creates 
a channel between two unconnected land masses? Examples include 
Malacca, Hormuz [hor MOOZ], and Juan de Fuca [FYOO-kuh]. STRAIT 

4a What is the feline name of the early web browser developed at the 
University of Kansas in 1992 using HTTP protocols? It is still used as 
an accessible text-based alternative to modern web browsers, making 
it the oldest still being updated. LYNX 

4b Which coach won her fourth NCAA Division I women's basketball 
tournament earlier this year when she guided LSU to victory? Kim MULKEY 

 



 
Round 4 

1a Henryk Górecki composed a setting of Psalm 51, which itself is 
commonly known by its first word. What single imperative Latin verb 
for "have pity" or "have mercy" gives the composition its title? MISERERE 

1b In a standard game of 8-ball billiards, in which shape are the solid and 
striped balls arranged at the beginning of the match? TRIANGLE 

2a What athletic apparel brand ended the Yeezy clothing and shoe line 
collaboration with Kanye West in October 2022, due to West's 
antisemitic commentary? ADIDAS 

2b Benigno Numine, meaning "With the benevolent deity," is the Latin 
motto of what US city? It appears on the city's seal along with the coat 
of arms of the Earl of Chatham, the elder statesman after whom the 
city was named. PITTSBURGH 

3a Identical to the word for a negative feeling that would socially ostracize 
someone, what is the name of the female reproductive organ of a 
flower that receives pollen and delivers it through the style to the 
ovary? STIGMA 

3b Which play, set during The Troubles, by Jez Butterworth won both the 
Tony for Best Play and Olivier for Best New Play? It tells of a former 
IRA activist living with his family. The FERRYMAN 

4a In filmmaking, what five-letter term with French roots means the 
technique of stopping the camera, removing or inserting an object in 
the frame, and restarting the camera so that the object seems to 
magically appear or disappear? ARRET 

4b What former Trump administration official was inaugurated as the 47th 
Governor of Arkansas in 2023? Sarah Huckabee SANDERS 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HALFTIME – SWITCH SIDES! 
 



 
Round 5 

1a Started in 2016 by Karen Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark, what 
popular podcast that allows listeners to share hometown crime 
stories, urges listeners to "stay sexy and don't get [REDACTED]"? 
(Note: name the podcast.) MY FAVORITE MURDER 

1b Which Indian cricketer was named Male Cricketer of the Decade 
(2010s) by the ICC? He's been a member of Royal Challengers 
Bangalore since 2008 and is the third most-followed athlete on 
Instagram behind Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi. Virat KOHLI [CO-Lee] 

2a What Apple TV+ series' star-studded cast includes Jennifer Aniston 
and Reese Witherspoon as TV cohosts of the titular fictional 
broadcast? 

The MORNING SHOW (accept 
MORNING WARS) 

2b What is the term used to name a body of seawater partially 
separated by land from an ocean? It is similar to an inlet, fjord, or bay 
and examples include Puget in Washington State, the Marlborough 
complex in New Zealand, and Nootka off of Vancouver Island. SOUND 

3a What was the shared last name of the researchers whose 
psychology experiments involving exposing children to dolls with 
different skin tones were cited in the Brown versus Board of 
Education decision? CLARK (Kenneth and Mamie) 

3b Who is the Greek muse of dance? She lends her name to a modern 
adjective meaning of or relating to dance. TERPSICHORE [terp-SIH-kuh-ree] 

4a Which band, named after the state in which they formed, topped the 
country charts in the 1980s with songs like "Love in the First Degree," 
"Mountain Music," and "If You're Gonna Play in Texas (You Gotta 
Have a Fiddle in the Band)"? ALABAMA 

4b Which Spanish general, who commanded Nationalists in the North, 
died in an air crash in 1937? His death left Francisco Franco the sole 
leader of the Nationalists. Emilio MOLA y Vida 

 
 
 



 
Round 6 

1a In filmmaking and photography, what term refers to the act of 
shooting the same image or scene with F-stops at multiple different 
apertures, resulting in different exposures? This term might also be 
used by basketball fans in a different context. BRACKETing 

1b Urbs in Horto, meaning "City in a Garden," is the Latin motto of what 
major US city? It appears on the city seal along with a sheaf of 
wheat, a ship on a lake, and, even though it's nowhere near an 
ocean, a baby on a seashell. CHICAGO 

2a According to bartender lore, what whiskey-based cocktail gets its 
name from bar patrons asking for their drink to be made in a classic 
style? OLD FASHIONED 

2b After their stint in Philadelphia, the Athletics briefly moved to which 
Midwest city where they played from 1955 to 67? Ewing Kauffman 
founded the replacement for this franchise which still plays in this city 
today. KANSAS CITY 

3a From the Greek for "wailing song," what type of composition did 
Krzysztof Penderecki [pender-ETS-ki] dedicate "to the Victims of 
Hiroshima" in 1961? THRENODY 

3b Which United States President was the most recent to die in office of 
natural causes in April 1945, just a few months after beginning his 
fourth term in office? Franklin Delano ROOSEVELT 

4a In 1973 Ruth Bishop discovered and described what virus, the 
vaccine for which is now in the CDC guidelines for babies at 2 
months? It is the leading cause of gastroenteritis among children 
globally and is in the family Reoviridae, abbreviated RV. ROTAvirus 

4b Which play by Brian Friel, set in 1930s Ulster during a Celtic summer 
festival, won both the Tony for Best Play and Olivier for Best New 
Play? 

DANCING AT LUGHNASA [LOO-
na-sa] 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Pronunciation_respelling_key
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Pronunciation_respelling_key


 
Round 7 

1a Lesley Gore's 1963 hit single "Judy's Turn to Cry" served as a sequel 
to which smash hit of hers that was released a mere two months 
earlier? IT'S MY PARTY 

1b Which tale in One Thousand and One Nights (The Arabian Nights) 
focuses on the title character who encounters forty thieves? It was also 
added to the tales by the translator Galland, as told by Diyab. ALI BABA (and the Forty Thieves) 

2a What is the mammalian name of the internet communication protocol 
developed at the University of Minnesota in 1991 and was for a time a 
serious rival to HTTP? It is still has its enthusiasts; an extension to use 
it in Firefox is called Overbite. GOPHER 

2b What Australian Prime Minister led the government that, in the 1970s, 
finally explicitly renounced the decades-long White Australia policy and 
established a multiculturalist policy in its place, including the 1975 
Racial Discrimination Act? Edward Gough WHITLAM 

3a Besides his role on The Wire, Lance Reddick was known for his 
portrayal of the hotel concierge Charon in what film franchise featuring 
Keanu Reeves as an assassin, whose fourth and most recent release 
came just a week after Reddick's death in March 2023? JOHN WICK 

3b Who was named Most Outstanding Player of the 2023 NCAA Division I 
women's basketball tournament, earning a record 34th double-double 
that season in the championship game? Angel REESE 

4a Each year as part of its Christmas market, what world capital city sets 
up the large Varosliget [var-osh-LI-get] outdoor ice rink, which offers 
skaters a view of the Vajdahunyad [voy-da-HOON-yad] Castle? BUDAPEST 

4b Dance club turntablists often use the top-level domain of what African 
nation for their personal websites? DJIBOUTI [jih-BOO-tee] 

 



 
Round 8 

1a Not to be confused with a weapon, what is the name of the part of the 
flower that includes all the female parts including the style, stigma, and 
ovary? PISTIL 

1b Who became the 57th Governor of New York following the resignation 
of Andrew Cuomo in 2021? She had previously served as his 
Lieutenant Governor. Kathy HOCHUL [HOH-kel] 

2a Which Fleetwood Mac album contained the singles "Oh Diane," "Hold 
Me," and "Gypsy"? MIRAGE 

2b Which photographer was known for her photographs of those on the 
margins of society? She appeared alongside Lee Freidlander and 
Garry Winogrand in the 1967 MoMA exhibition New Documents. Diane ARBUS 

3a What French fashion brand dropped then-creative director John 
Galliano in 2011, after a video of Galliano making an antisemitic rant 
surfaced? Actress Natalie Portman, a longtime beauty ambassador for 
the brand, publicly declared her opposition to Galliano at the time. Christian DIOR 

3b Canada's largest national park stretches across Alberta and the 
Northwest Territories and is named after what specific subspecies of 
bison? 

WOOD BUFFALO National Park 
(prompt on BUFFALO) 

4a What actress starred opposite Josh Hartnett and Aaron Eckhart in the 
2006 film The Black Dahlia, 14 years before receiving two Oscar nods 
in the same year? Scarlett JOHANSSON 

4b In a standard game of 9-ball billiards, in which shape are the solid and 
striped balls arranged at the beginning of the match? 

DIAMOND (accept RHOMBUS or 
LOZENGE) 

 
 
Spare Questions 

1 What Saint from Assisi worked to found a so-called “poor” order of 
Nuns aligned with the teachings of St. Francis? CLARE 

2 With first name Clarissa, who is the title character of the Virginia Woolf 
novel whose working title was The Hours? 

MRS. DALLOWAY 

3 What London soccer club plays in a claret-and-blue scheme similar to 
that of Birmingham’s Aston Villa? 

WEST HAM United 

4 Web of Science, ProQuest, and many other research database 
products have been purchased in recent years by what British analytics 
company? It was spun off by Thomson Reuters in 2016. 

CLARIVATE 

 


